GREAT RESTAURANTS NEAR TO LA FINCA DEL CASTILLO ARABE

These are Chris and Scarlett’s personal recommendations. However links have been
provided to Trip Advisor’s reviews for each one where available so you can see what
others think!

GRANADA
LA FABULA
This is without doubt the best restaurant in Granada for fine dining combined with value
for money. Presentation, flavour and texture combinations really wow!
ARRIAGA
Great food, though not the cheapest, with the most fantastic views of Granada.
Convenient when visiting the Parque de Ciencias (Science Park)
TINTA FINA
A great bar/restaurant in the beautiful cloistered street Angel Ganivet in the very centre
of Granada. Good mixed menu including excellent vegetarian and fish dishes
LA PLATEA
Good for tapas sized portions and very convenient for the Science Park
PALACIO DE LOS PATOS
Beautiful patio tables and indoor restaurant serving an excellent Menu del Dia beautifully
produced in the centre of Granada

EL VALLE DE LECRIN
LA TASCA
Great food, great views, in a relaxed environment - very convenient for La Finca. Do
check opening hours.
LOS NARANJOS
Typical local Spanish menu using good fresh ingredients. Beautiful terrace with a
children’s play area. A nice morning’s walk from La Finca
SENORIO DE NEVADA
Good food, well presented. We recommend the terrace with its stunning views. BBQ’s
on Friday

GREAT RESTAURANTS NEAR TO LA FINCA DEL CASTILLO ARABE
LA CONCA
The Lecrin Valle and its surrounding areas is full of talented painters, sculptors, ceramists
and jewelers and much more. La Conca is a local cultural centre focused on art, music
and gastronomy where local talent exhibits its work. Check opening hours. It is possible
to make restaurant reservations by private arrangement outside normal opening hours.

THE COAST
LA BAJIA - SALOBREÑA
Right on the beach in the town of Salobreña this restaurant never fails to delight us with
its fresh ingredients and well presented local dishes. The sardines and catch of the day
are always delicious
LA BARRACA - PLAYA CANTARRIJAN, LA HERRADURA
This restaurant is situated on a beautiful unspoiled National Park beach and is so
important to the total beach experience – not only for its great characteristic Spanish
seaside dishes but also because it provides sun beds, umbrellas, canoes, pedalloes (with
slides), showers and toilets!

The Alpujarra

NOTE: Where ever you are eating in the Alpujarra do avoid the Alpujarran special.
RUTA DEL MULHACEN – PAMPANEIRA
A small restaurant with a great terrace, view and good local food. Get there early to
ensure your table on the terrace.

EL CORRAL DEL CASTANA - CAPILEIRA
Amazing recipes using local ingredients in this old village high up in the mountains. The
portions are enormous! Order one dish at a time and share!! Do check opening hours

LA BARAKA - ORGIVA
An atmospheric Moroccan restaurant with delicious freshly cooked specialities. Great
value for money.

